01626 772313

Unit 2, Broadmeadow Industrial Estate, Teignmouth TQ14 9AE

facebook.com/windowsofdist

www.windowsofdistinction.co.uk

Why Choose Windows of Distinction?
Established 1994
Family owned and run
Personal service
No high pressure sales
Employed installers - no sub contractors
From one window through to large hotel conversions we have undertaken them all.

Fully transferable 10 year insurance backed guarantee
- including handles, locks, hinges etc.
FENSA registered installers since the scheme inception.
**Which? Trusted Traders**

GGFi insurance backed guarantee members
Our aim is to provide service and backup far in excess
of the industry norm, whilst supplying quality products
at competitive prices.
We offer a price match guarantee - for the same quality
products and service we cannot be beaten on price.

Distinction Energy Windows
Glass/Glazing

Energy Efficiency

Environment?

Windows can account for up to 30% of the total heat

loss from a house, therefore it is important to maximise

efficiency of your new windows, helping to reduce

heating costs and harmful CO2 emissions.

Today, windows are energy rated from A-G, with A
being the most efficient.

They are measured in 3 ways - Solar heat gain,
Thermal heat losses and Air losses.

Solar Heat Gain can be maximised by using a slimmer window frame giving more glass area.
Thermal losses can be reduced by using a high insulating glass unit.
Window Energy Rating (WER)
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Air losses can be reduced by using a special ‘fused’ gasket
system that is part of the UPVC so cannot shrink back and is
welded to create a continual seal around openings.
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By using our slimline frame, high insulating glass units
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incorporating PLANITHERM insulation glass with argon gas and
‘warm edge’ spacer, and the fused gasket system, Windows of

A

Distinctions windows achieve an ‘A’ rating.
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For the ultimate insulation, we now offer 36mm triple glazing.
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Quality, Stylish
Windows
Whether you choose our stylish fully

“

sculpted system with the traditional look of
timber joinery or the classic chamfered style,
you can be assured of innovative design.

All of our windows are fully made to
measure, let your imagination run riot!
Fully Sculpted

Chamfered

”

The gaskets are fused to the UPVC which stops them shrinking
over time. The seals remain inline with the UPVC to enhance the
appearance - no thick black lines round your windows.

Style & Security
The Windows of Distinction collection

has been designed to protect you and
your home as effectively as possible.

The glazing beads on all windows and
doors are internal beads rather than
external - which means your glass is
fitted from inside your house and
cannot be removed from outside.
Our casement windows combine high
security stainless steel friction stays
with a multi-point, multi-directional
shoot bolt locking system giving up to
eight locking points per opening - all
operated by one heavy duty locking
handle.
Our range of positive lock handles
lock the window automatically on
closing, and is released by a push
button that has additional Keylock for
added security*

*Except escape windows

Bow & Bay Windows

Bay windows can be designed to replicate almost any shape or size. If you have a standard
window and fancy something different, how about one of our bay windows with canopy

Tilt and Turn Windows
and base to create a real feature?

Very popular in Europe, these windows have a two position locking system tilt in at the top
for ventilation, then open in fully just like a door, making them ideal for emergency exits or
easy clean applications.

Vertical Sliding Sash Windows

Designed to replicate traditional timber sash windows, not only do they slide up and down
but the sashes also tilt inwards for easy cleaning.
Traditional appearance with up to date technology, the only real noticeable difference from
the original windows will be the increased comfort and warmth in your home.

Patio, French & Bi-Folding
Doors
Bring the outdoors in with our range of stylish French and

patio doors. Opening in or out, our French doors allow you
to throw open both doors for a light, airy feel.

Restricted for space with opening doors? Then our patio
doors may be an ideal solution. Sliding on an inner track
as standard for improved security and longevity, they
feature a high security 6 point hook locking system - a
far cry from the poor security features on many cheaper
doors.
When the ultimate wide opening is desired, our bifolding doors could be the answer, folding back to
create an uninterrupted opening.
Whatever your preference you can be assured that you
will get the latest in security and quality.

Low Maintenance
UPVC Doors

The Windows of Distinction door

collection is huge. You can choose

from a range of stylish residential front

and back doors to suit yours and your

propertys style.

Choose from a large range of moulded

panel doors, with an equally large

selection of different glass styles to give

your entrance real kerb appeal!

For maximum light, how about our half

panel range of doors, featuring a large
top glazed area? Ideal also for back

doors, you can even incorporate pet
flaps if required.

Naturally whichever style
you choose, you can be
sure that security is
uppermost, with our

multi-point

locking

system

hook
and

security hinges as standard

on all doors.

Wood Look Composite Doors
The entrance to your home is important, so why compromise. Our composite

door is a combination of traditional looks and advanced manufacturing
techniques.

Although looking like a timber door, our composite doors are manufactured

using GRP skins that will stand the test of time, reduce your energy bills and
continue to look stunning for many years.

High definition embossing of the skins give a real wood look and the
mouldings replicate those of a traditional wood door, but with none of the
warping and twisting traditionally associated with timber.

Manufactured as a solid, timber look sash, these
doors are 44mm thick, much thicker than a UPVC
door panel, so offer higher strength and weight with

“

superb energy efficency.

”

Our composite doors come in a variety of different
styles and colours, from traditional to modern,
to give you a style you need.

Ultimate Devon Window Collection
For something really special the Devon Window

Collection is unique to Windows of Distinction.
Using our Fully Sculpted Woodgrain frame,
we mimic timber mouldings found on
traditional timber windows for an authentic
look.

How about straight joints on mullions and
transoms instead of usual UPVC welded

“

”

ones, or monkey tail handles and even

window stays.

All of this in a UPVC window!

Any colour you want!

Now you are not stuck with standard UPVC
colours, you can have any colour window
you want. For real flexibility, have a colour
outside and white inside.

Ultimate Devon Door Collection
Just like our Ultimate Devon Window collection, the Devon Door
collection is unique to Windows of Distinction.

With our woodgrain sculpted frame and straight timber look joints
on midrails and mullions, creating a traditional looking entrance
door has never been easier.

Versatility
It is not only traditional styles that can be created. Your choice of colour and solid panels
can create modern, contemporary styles. The choice of etched glass as shown on the left
can create a stunning visual effect to compliment your door.

Below are a range of styles designed to inspire you, but remember everything is made to
measure, so feel free to design your own.

Newton

Chudleigh

Dawlish

Teignmouth

Shaldon

Exeter

Torbay

Bovey

Porches & Conservatories

From the smallest porch to large conservatories, our made
to measure range can make your wishes come true. Which

style or shape best suits your needs?

Sunroom
Probably the simplest design, with a sloping roof. The pitch or
slope of the roof can be designed to suit your house if required.

Edwardian and Victorian
The rectangular Edwardian or facet fronted Victorian style gives
a stylish alternative to the Sunroom and gives a lighter, airier
feeling to the conservatory due to the high roof lines.

‘P’ Shape
Combining a Sunroom and a Victorian, this style works well with
wide conservatories.

Gable Front
Extending the roof ridge all the way to the front of the
conservatory creates a triangular front frame for the ultimate light
and airy feeling.

Porches & Conservatories
Special Shapes and Sizes

Just like our windows and doors, all
of our conservatories are fully
bespoke so you are not constrained
to standard panel sizes. If you want
something out of the ordinary, or
indeed need something unusual
because of the layout of your
property,

things

that

many

companys cannot do, then call us,
just as Trinity School Teignmouth
did when faced with covering the
outside area between two buildings, incorporating steps up to a higher level entrance door.
As did Mr G. T. who needed a very large structure to cover his swimming pool but wanted
bi-folding doors to open the front up.
But it is not just about the shape and style, think about what it will be used for. Do you
want full height glazed frames to maximise inner floor space, or a dwarf wall to create an
inside window sill?
Polycarbonate sheet or double glazed units in the roof, maybe with anti-sun self cleaning
glass? There are many options available to make your conservatory usable all year round.

Fully Engineered
Timber Windows
and Doors
Our timber windows and doors are

something special. Made from knot free,

engineered timber to resist the twisting
and warping associated with normal
timber, they are spray finished in your

choice of colour or stain during
manufacture to ensure the paint gets

into all internal cavities to massively

increase protection and elongate the life
expectancy.

With weathersealing and multipoint
locks normally associated with UPVC
comfort

and

security

is

not

compromised.

Sustainability
Our products are made from fully
certified timber, so you can be sure
that the wood harvested has been
replaced by new trees.

The Finishing Touches

The Georgian Effect
Our windows and doors offer two different georgian bar options. The first option is the
georgian bars inside the sealed unit, giving the georgian effect but maintaining the easy
clean features of the flat glass surface.
For the ultimate georgian effect, our surface mounted bars are fitted to the inside and
outside of the glass unit. Not only that, but in the double glazed cavity we install the spacer
bar that is around the outside of the unit between the inside and outside georgian bars to
create the impression of individual glass units.
The Leaded Effect
Most commonly available in diamond or square patterns, lead can also be used in a wide
variety of other styles such as ‘Queen Anne’ or border lead.

A Splash of Colour
Coloured or bevelled glass can offer traditional appearance combined with modern
technology. Choose from a wide range of designs, or even your own..

Due to our policy of continued improvement, we reserve the right to change specifications of our products.

